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Heat Shrink Tubing Kit -
625PCs Black (2/5"-1/24")

$14.99
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Short Description

Handy dandy heatshrink kit for those that just want alot of different sizes on hand to handle all their DIY
needs. This kit comes in a divided storage box and is perfect for hardcore modders toolbox!

Description

Handy dandy heatshrink kit for those that just want alot of different sizes on hand to handle all their DIY
needs. This kit comes in a divided storage box and is perfect for hardcore modders toolbox!

Features

Versatile & DIY Helper

Multiple sizes high-quality heat shrink tubing for your choose, they can be used for solder joint protection,
group of lines marking, resistance electric capacity reason protection etc.

 

           

Fast & Easy Use

Our heat shrink tubing has the advantages of good electrical insulation, corrosion resistance, and high
temperature resistance, which hase better performance when you and your kids DIY.
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It is 2:1 heat shrink ratio, and will shrink up to 1/2 of original, only use a heat gun heating for it. Also Includes
handy plastic container for easy organization and storage.

           

Tidy Connection

Are you bothered by the fact that wrapping cable wire connection with electric tape which is ugly and not safe
enough. Now the good news is that our heat shrink tubing can avoid these troubles and ideal for irregular
shape project, have a clear look and tidy connection.

Specifications

Color: Black
Material: Polyolefin
Heat shrink ratio: 2:1
Operating Temperature:-131°C to + 257℉
Shrinkage Temp: 212℉(Fahrenheit)
Full Shrinkage Temp: 230℉maximum
Tensile strength: 10.4Mpa
Dielectric strength: 15 kV / mm
Flammability: Flame Retardant
Single length: 1.57 inch

 

Kit Contents:

2/5"(30pcs)
5/16"(30pcs)
1/4"(45pcs)
1/5"(60pcs)
1/6"(90pcs)
1/8"(100pcs)
1/12"(120pcs)
1/24"(150pcs)
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Additional Information

Brand PPCS

SKU HSKIT-625-BK

Weight 1.5000

Color Black

Heatshrink Size Assorted


